
Violet is a daring and adventurous young girl, always keen to trouble her parents. Her latest feat, was
to  agree  meeting  with  Ordep,  the  friendly  troll,  at  his  secret  hideout.  With  him  she  will  go  on
adventures through the night. Being a troll means that he turns into rock during the day, therefore
they can only meet at night. Because of this, Violet slipped out of her bedroom right after bed-time,
carrying with her a lantern that will gradually burn out as she journeys to where she is supposed to
meet with Ordep. Since the journey is fairly long she will need to take a break sometimes to refill her
lantern. At the same time, being young and travelling during the night, she can get quite scared and if
she is not careful, her fear might play tricks on her and cause her to panic.

Torech on the other hand, has been kicked out of every single household in the village for being an
insufferable grump of a Nisse! Forced to retreat into the forest, he will not have it that now some
human child invades this Forest he made his home. Oh no, you’re not! And so, with every grumpy fibre
of his mythological being, Torech sets out to make Violet’s journey as miserable as mythologically
possible. After the way he had been treated by all of the Humans in the village, none of them shall ever
be allowed to befriend a magical creature. Ever. AGAIN!
( Really, it was his own fault he was kicked out, he’s really, I mean REALLY grumpy!  )

In Violet and the Grumpy Nisse,
one player will play as Violet, the other as tricksy Torech, the Grumpy Nisse;

a game where the pursuit for adventure is the adventure!

You are about to play
a game by Pedro Pereira
with art from Karina Duncan
for 2 players age 14 and up.
Playtime 20-30 minutes.        ©2022



SettSett ii ngng  up up
Place the board (A) between the two players a little to the side to allow space to form a card tableau, a draw
pile and a discard pile (B). [ components subject to change ]

Place Violet’s Pawn on the first space of the Journey Track (C), the Lantern Pawn goes on the starting point of
the Lantern Track (D), and the Fear Pawn goes onto the starting space of the Fear Track (E).
On the board place also the four Ordep’s Helpers (F) that will help Violet on her journey to meet him. These
are placed on the first spaces of each of the four coloured areas of the Journey Track (4 th, 7th, 10th and 13th

space). Then, place the 4 Advantage Tokens (G) on the board, one near each of those same areas of the
Journey Track.

Torech now shuffles his Event Tiles (H) face down and draws 5 random tiles to look at in secret. Next he
chooses the 3 he wants to use for the game, placing them face down in any order on the designated spots
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near the Fear Track (4th, 8th and 12th space). Return the remaining 7 Event Tiles to the box. Note: You may want
to place the 3 tiles face up for the first few games.
Finally, Violet shuffles the deck of 36 cards and places 4 face up in the tableau (B). The game is ready to start.

DraftDraft ii ngng  your starting hand your starting hand
After analysing the tableau, Violet will choose who will go first. She can choose herself or Torech to take the
first card into their hand, after that, the tableau is refilled with a new card, then the other player picks their
first card and refills the tableau.
Then, Violet chooses again who goes first to take their second card. This continues until both players have
four cards each in their hands and there are four face up cards on the tableau.

Now, the first turn begins with Violet playing the first card, followed by Torech, and players comparing who
played the stronger card, resolving the outcome accordingly. 

TurnTurn  structure structure
A turn’s structure can be broken down into 4 phases (a-d), detailed below and additionally visualized 
in the flowchart:

a) 1) The first player plays one of their cards face up on the table.
2) The second player plays one of their cards face up on the table.

b) Players compare the two cards to determine the winner of the turn and to check whether their 
effects are triggered. Note that some effects can influence who wins this turn. Details to card effects 
and their timings can be found on page 7.
General rule: The colour of the card has precedence over the value.
General rule: A card effect never triggers when matching the colour of Violet’s location.

c) Players resolve Violet’s journey according to who played the strongest card.
d) 1) The player who played the strongest card chooses a new card from the tableau into their hand 

and refills the tableau back to 4 face up cards.
2) The player who played the losing card chooses a new card from the tableau into their hand and 
refills the tableau back to 4 face up cards.
3) The player who played the strongest card now starts again from the top.
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a) Playing a card.
There is no particular rule or limitation to how players can play their cards. It doesn’t matter whether you go
first or second, you are always free to play any one of the four cards in your hand. This applies to both
players. There is no rule for having to match the colour, value, or effect of the card played by the other
player, neither does Violet’s current location limit your choice in any way. There is obviously a good reason
why a player would rather play one card over another, but how to best make this judgement will come to you
with experience. 

b) Players compare the two cards.
Once both players have played their cards, they now compare who played the strongest, which is influenced
by where it is that Violet is currently located on the Journey Track. The general rule is that the colour of the
card has precedence over the value. This means that if the first player plays an Orange card, the other
player can only beat this card with another Orange card of a higher value. So if Violet goes first and plays a 6
Orange, then Torech will not win with a 7 Pink, but would win with a 7 Orange. In other words, the value
matters only if the colours of the cards are the same, if they aren’t then the card that was played first wins.
This changes however once Violet enters the first space of the lake area (Mint colour). During the time that
she is in this area, all the cards of that colour (Mint) will always be stronger than any other colour. So in
this case if Violet goes first playing a 7 Pink and Torech responds with a 2 Mint, Torech will have played the
stronger card.

Pay close attention to where Violet is located, as this will determine what colour will win. The first and last
areas of the Journey Track are neutral (Yellow) and cards will be resolved as per the general rule explained
above: colour has to match before values matter.

Players  also  check whether  their  card  effects  are  triggered  this  turn.  Regardless  of  who played first,  of
winning or losing, players always resolve the effect of the cards they played.  The only exception is if you
played a card of the colour matching the area that Violet is in.  For example, as long as Violet is in the Orange
area, you ignore the effects of all Orange cards.

If both effects are resolved in the same phase, the player who played the strongest card resolves their effect
first, then the other player resolves theirs. Card effects and their timings are listed in detail on page 7.
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c) Players resolve Violet’s journey according to who played the strongest card.
Now players resolve the outcome determined by the winner as follows:

- If Violet won: she can choose to advance 1 space on the Journey Track and lose 1 unit of fuel on
her Lantern Track; or she can choose to stay put in order to refill her lantern by 3 units instead .
Then, regardless of what Violet chose to do, both cards are placed in a face down discard pile.

o Ordep’s Helpers: Along the path, Ordep has asked for his little friends to help Violet find the
direction she needs to follow. If she wins when standing just before one of them (so she
would be on the 3rd, 6th, 9th or 12th space), she will be able to move without losing any fuel
for her lantern, being able to see the direction she needs to go from a distance.

o Ordep’s Fire: Note that the last space of the Journey Track is Ordep’s Fire (Red). Like his
Helpers, Violet can see this from a distance, so if she wins whilst attempting to get to the
final space, she moves forward without losing any fuel.

- If Torech won: Violet must advance 1 space on the Journey Track and lose 2 units of fuel on her
Lantern Track. Furthermore, the two cards do not go on the discard pile, instead,  they are placed
face down, on the first Fear Slot. If this slot is empty, nothing happens, if it isn’t empty, you slide
the two cards currently in it, downwards to the second Fear Slot. If the second slot is empty, nothing
happens, if it isn’t empty though, you slide the two cards currently in it, off the second Fear Slot and
reveal these two cards in order to resolve Violets fear.

o Crossing the Precipice: Note that the last space before Ordep’s Fire is over a shaky bridge
across a precipice.  Unlike the previous spaces on the Journey Track,  if  Violet loses whilst
standing here, she will not be able to advance as it is too shaky for her whilst confronting
Torech. She still  loses 2 units of fuel though as she is wasting precious time finding the
courage to press on.

o Resolving Violet’s fear: every time two cards are pushed off the second Fear Slot, Torech
reveals them and subtracts the lower value from the higher value card (it does not matter
who played what card). The result is the number of spaces Violet’s Fear Pawn advances on
the Fear Track.

o If at this point, the Fear Pawn  ever moves on or past one of Torech’s Event Tiles, Torech
immediately decides on how to resolve this event. In some cases Torech can hold on to the
tile for later use (      ), in some cases they have to be played immediately (      ). The events
are listed in detail at the end of the rules.
Sometimes it may happen that more than one event are triggered, in which case Torech can
freely decide in what order he wants to deal out his tricks.
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o Note that once Violet’s lantern has lost a certain amount
of fuel and the light grows dimmer, this will increase her
susceptibility to fear and when resolving the cards that
drop off the second Fear Slot,  you  add the respective
penalties (+1 or +2) to her fear.

o If the difference of two cards is 0, then the Fear Pawn does not advance, except if the +1 or
+2 penalties are active. In that case, advance the Fear Pawn 1 or 2 spaces respectively.

d) Players choose a new card from the tableau and refill the tableau back to 4 face up cards.
The player who played the strongest card, chooses any one of the four face up cards on the tableau and
draws it into their hand. Then, the tableau is refilled to four cards with the top card from the draw deck.
Finally, the player who lost does the same. This concludes a turn.

If the draw deck ever runs out, shuffle the discard pile to form a new one. Please note that the discard pile is
not reshuffled when the draw deck is depleted, but only when a new card needs to be drawn and there is
none.

The player who played the strongest card now starts again from the top and plays a new card from their
hand. Players repeat turns this way until the game is over.

GameGame  end end
The game ends in one of three ways:       [ components subject to change ]

1) Violet reaches the end of her journey and thus wins the game. She sets
out with Ordep on exciting adventures through the night.

Violet wins the game.
2) Violet’s  lantern  runs  out  of  fuel:  if  this

ever happens Violet gets lost on the way
to  meet  with  her  friend  and  she  will  not  be  able  to  reach  him.
Disappointed that Violet never showed up, Ordep journeys on his own
and they never meet again.
Torech wins the game.
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3) Violet’s fear catches up with her: if this ever happens, Violet is struck by
panic caused by her own fears as a result of Torech’s relentless attempts
at defeating Violet’s resolve to be friends with Ordep.

Torech wins the game.

CardCard effects effects
The card effects are resolved during the indicated phase of the turn structure (attention – effects
supersede the flowchart):

1: This card will always beat any 9 regardless of what card was played first or what colours
were played. If Violet plays a 9 then Torech a 1, Torech wins. If Violet plays a 1 then Torech a 9,
Violet wins. Of course, the only exception is when both the 1 and the 9 are of the same colour
as the area Violet is currently in, because the card effect is ignored the 9 being higher value
beats the 1. - Effect breaks general rule: colour has to match before values matter. (Phase b)
 
2: Draw 3 cards from the draw deck into your hand, you now hold 6 cards. Of these 6, keep any
4 and shuffle the other 2 back into the draw deck. In this case, you do not draw any card from
the tableau so there is no new card added to it from the deck. - (Phase d)

 
3: Look at the top 5 cards of the draw deck and choose one to keep. In this case, you do not
draw any card from the tableau so there is no new card added to it from the deck. Place the
remaining cards back in their original order. - (Phase d)

4: You may swap 1 card from your hand of 3 cards with one card in the discard pile. You may
freely browse the discard pile and choose a card to keep in your hand. Then choose a card to
put back in the discard pile (this could be the one you just chose in case you changed your
mind or want to bluff). - (Phase d)

5: This is a unique card in that its effect is ongoing at all times.  It is a wild card and always
matches the colour of the area Violet is currently in. If Violet is on a Yellow space, it matches
the colour played by the opponent. If both play a 5, the first one wins. - (Phase b)
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6: If played first on a turn this card is shielded against the colour of the area Violet is currently
in. For example, if Violet is in the Orange area and a Pink 6 is played first, then there is no
Orange card that can beat this one because it is shielded against Orange and was played first.
The only way to beat a 6 is to counter with a 7, 8 or 9 of the same colour. - Effect breaks area
matching rule. (Phase b)

7: This card forces the opponent to reveal their hand. After determining who wins the turn,
when resolving this card effect, your opponent reveals their hand to you. After drawing their
hand back to 4 cards, your opponent hides them from you again. Please note that any cards
drawn from effects (the 2, 3 or 4s) are not revealed to you. - (Phase b)
 
8: No effect, just a high value.

9: No effect, just the highest value, vulnerable to 1s.

TilesTiles for Torech eve for Torech eventsnts
All possible Torech events are explained here (attention – events supersede the flowchart):

The Faery Ring (immediate on board): Torech immediately places it on any space of the main
track not yet reached by Violet. When Violet steps into the Faery Ring she has to stay there when
she loses a turn. Her lantern still loses 2 units of fuel though as time keeps passing despite her not
moving (she is moving inside the Faery Ring at a different time flow, as she didn’t expect any Faery
Rings she wasn’t wearing her coat inside out for protection!). Once she wins a turn, she then can
decide, as usual, to either continue and burn a unit of fuel, or stay there (very bad idea!) to recover
3 units of fuel.

Off Track (immediate on board): Torech immediately has to place this on any single space of the
Journey Track not yet reached by Violet. This event has two spaces, so it makes the track a little
longer for Violet. Both spaces on this event are considered to be of the same colour as the one it
covers.

Gust of Wind (immediate): Torech evokes a cold breeze that makes Violet lose two units of fuel.
Advance the Lantern Pawn two spaces on the Lantern Track.
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A Storm is Brewing (immediate on board): The night sky is darker than usual and the lantern
seems a little bit less effective. Cover the last two spaces of the Lantern Track, Violet loses the game
when the Lantern Pawn reaches the new last space of the track (now shorter by one).

A Howl in the Night (immediate): Torech communicates with the spirits of nature to scare away
Ordep’s Helpers. Immediately remove all of Ordep’s Helpers from the board.

The Scent of Fear (immediate on board): Torech places it on any space of the Journey Track not
yet reached by the Fear Pawn, this can also be on the space Violet is currently on. T his has no direct
effect on Violet. Instead, it is activated when the Fear Pawn moves on or past it on the Journey
Track, immediately triggering another Fear Slot: Torech reveals the cards currently on the second
Fear Slot and resolves them as per the usual rules. This may give him the win, but if it doesn’t
Torech is left with an empty Fear Slot, which gives Violet some space to work with. The colour of
the space this event is placed on, remains unchanged.

Trick up the Sleeve (keep): Torech may use this any time during his turn (including just before
playing a card from his hand) in order to swap a card from his hand with one in the tableau (which
he could play immediately). The tile is then returned to the box.

Planning Ahead (keep): Torech may discard the entire tableau and replace it with four new cards
from the draw deck. He may do this before or after drawing a card into his hand. The tile is then
returned to the box.

Adapt (immediate on board): Torech may change the colour
of any one space on the Journey Track that has not yet been
reached by Violet. He may choose one of the neutral spaces
(Yellow) and replace it with one of the four terrain tiles. 

Resourceful (keep): When Torech has to refill his hand, he can use this event to draw up to 5 cards
instead of 4. He refills the tableau before drawing his 5 th card so that he can again choose from 4
cards. The tile is then returned to the box. If this event is combined with a card effect (2, 3 or 4),
you resolve the card effect first, then this event. Torech does not redraw any more cards until he
holds 3 cards again during phase d) of a later turn, in which case he draws back to 4.
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AdvantageAdvantage  Tokens Tokens

When a player receives an Advantage Token (with the moon and fireflies on the back),
they may keep them to use whenever they feel the timing is right. They are a one-time
use token, so place them back in the box once used.

During the game, when Violet is in one of the four coloured areas of the Journey Track, there is only one
criterion that determines whether that token goes to her, or to Torech: does she ever stop to refill her lantern?
As soon as Violet takes a break to refill her lantern, the Advantage Token immediately goes to Torech. If she
reaches the next area without having taken a break, then the Advantage Token immediately goes to her.

What do they do?
Advantage Tokens have the same function as Torech’s “Planning Ahead” Event Tile (see above), but these can
also be used by Violet.  If you have multiple Advantage Tokens, you can use them in the same turn and
discard the four cards in the face up tableau multiple times.

CredCrediitsts & Acknowledgements & Acknowledgements
Game Design: Pedro Pereira
Artwork and Graphic Design: Karina Duncan
Graphic Design, Layout and Rules Editing: Alfred Das

Thanks go to:
All playtesters who contributed to making this the best game it could be. Thank you 
for your time, input and valuable feedback.

Special thanks to:
Eric Talley, Benjamin Mortensen, Ross Chippendale and Matt Stephans.

Extra-special thanks to:
Luis Lobo, Bartek Rokicki, and Alfred Das for your friendship and continuous support.

This game is dedicated to V.  and the H.
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